
FACT   Energy provides additional diversification benefits for portfolios. 

FACT    Oil is a cyclical commodity, and always has been. 

Financial advisors often advise clients that are divesting to invest in “parallel funds” 
to maintain these diversification benefits as prices rebound.FACT 
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While divestment advocates push colleges and universities to rid their endowments from fossil fuels, more and more 
schools are deciding to reject activists’ calls and keep their portfolios intact.  But, surprisingly, only a few of these schools 
have actually made those internal analyses on the financial impacts of divestment public. Now, a new report led by Dr. 
Bradford Cornell, a visiting professor of financial economics at Caltech and a senior consultant at Compass Lexecon, 
finds divestment at five top U.S. colleges risks the loss of millions of dollars every year, providing no financial gain for
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On average, these universities would see an annual shortfall of 0.23% (risk-
adjusted) losing an average of 12.07% over a 50-year timeframe. Combined, 
these five schools would experience an annual loss of $195 million. 

FAST FACTS:
Dr. Cornell’s report analyzes five distinguished universities with sizable endowments who 
are currently under pressure to divest, and created a model to track portfolio performance 
with and without fossil fuel holdings for each schools.   

The model found divestment would lead to financial losses and calculated an average 
combined annual shortfall for all five universities of $195 million. 

Harvard University fared the worst, missing out on a possible $107 million of earnings in 
just one year. Yale followed, with a loss of $51.09 million. 

In no instance did the report find divestment had a positive impact on endowment 
performance, nor is the divestment movement likely to have any impact on the capital of 
fossil-fuel related companies.

Endowment portfolios are usually linked to overall university spending, and a major 
shortfall in performance could mean cost-cutting in areas like research, student aid, and 
faculty size.   

If these Universities were to divest, how would their endowments have performed?
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Oil, like other commodities, is cyclical and experiences price swings for any number of market factors, from 
supply and demand dynamics to geopolitical events across the globe. As Prof. Fischel highlighted in his 
report on the costs of divestment, “the impact of divestiture can vary substantially depending on whether an 
investor happens to make trades during a downswing or upswing in the market or energy sector…the best guide 
to the potential effects of diversification – and the standard approach of financial scholars and analysts to such 
questions – is to examine long-term averages.”  As a result, his study looked at a 50 year timespan – including 
two major declines in oil prices in 1986 and 2008 – to calculate the true costs of divestment on a portfolio. 
Even with these declines incorporated, his report still found divestment has a substantial cost for portfolios. 

Another report by Sonecon's Robert Shapiro, a former Advisor to Pres. Clinton, found that for the country’s 
largest state pensions, investments in oil and gas “significantly” outperformed other assets between 2005-
2013. During a volatile period that included expansion, a deep recession and economic recovery, investments 
in oil and gas still had returns “twice as great as their share of the funds’ assets.”

Beyond individual commodity prices, energy plays an important role in ensuring portfolio diversification.  
Prof. Fischel emphasized this as a vital component in maximizing financial returns, stating “of the 10 major 
industry sectors in the U.S. equity markets, energy has the lowest correlation with all others—which means it has 
the largest potential diversification benefit. The sector with the second-lowest correlation with others is utilities, 
which includes many fossil-fuel divestment targets such as Southern Company and Duke Energy.”

To translate, since the energy sector is largely “un-”correlated with the rest of the economy, when the 
economy falters, energy stocks for the most part do better, helping investors hedge against volatility in the 
market. Conversely less diversification is likely to put future returns in jeopardy. 

Advisor Partners, recommend investing in “companies that may be statistically correlated but are not directly 
involved with energy activities. For example, industry groups such as construction and engineering, aerospace 
and defense, and machinery have high historic correlations with oil companies.  Another option for investors 
with a global perspective is investing in the currencies or non-energy equities of countries that are major energy 
producers, such as Canada, Norway and Russia. The broader economy in these countries tends to do well 
when oil prices rise, so investing in them could be a way to benefit from rising oil prices without providing 
direct funding to fossil fuel companies.”

Divestment activists pushing endowments and other funds to give up their holdings in fossil fuel 
companies use the current oil price as justification that oil and gas stocks are a bad investment. But 
ask anyone with a basic understanding of the financial markets and that argument swiftly falls apart. 
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THE FACTS ABOUT FOSSIL FUEL DIVESTMENT & LOW OIL PRICES

http://divestmentfacts.com/pdf/Fischel_Report.pdf
http://www.thinkadvisor.com/2015/04/23/fossil-fuel-divestment-portfolio-consequences-and?page_all=1
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FACT    Even advocates recognize that divesting from fossil fuels because of today’s prices is a risky strategy. 

FACT    Many investors feel the current low oil price environment is actually a reason to buy, not sell. 

Regardless of today’s price, oil and natural gas will continue to play a key part of the 
global energy mix for decades to come. FACT 

In other words, you get to divest, while still getting the benefits of energy use, development, and inevitable 
upswings in price. Sounds like having your cake, and divesting it too. 

In fact, just removing investments in fossil fuels into alternative energy funds may be a risky move for 
investors divesting from fossil fuels because of prices. As Boris Valentinov, an investment analyst at FactSet, 
stated in the Wall Street Journal “since by and large, producing clean energy is more expensive than oil, the 
lower the price of oil, the less economically viable clean energy becomes as an alternative. The fortunes of clean-
energy companies are closely tied to what happens with oil.”

Even 350.org activist Naomi Klein admits that today’s price environment won’t stick around forever, stating 
earlier this year that, “Fossil fuel stocks aren’t performing very well right now. So opponents have just lost their 
best argument. They won’t lose it for long.  So that’s another reason to pound away at it.”  

Earlier this year, Dan Kern of Advisor Partners also argued during a webinar hosted by divestment advocates 
of 350.org and Green Century Funds that simply moving from fossil fuel stocks to renewable energy is a risky 
strategy. As he stated, “(Fossil) Energy stocks were down (in 2014), but in some cases not as sharply as alternative 
energy holdings. Exxon and Chevron, two bellwethers for the divestment movement, declined by 6 percent in 2014. 
In comparing them to clean energy and clean technology that were logical reinvestment candidates, several of 
those declined by more than Exxon and Chevron, falling as much as mid-double digits for the year.”

A savvy investor will frequently take advantage of low prices to maximize gains over a longer timeframe.  
According to U.S. News & World Report, “Even though OPEC didn't do any favors for the price of crude oil in the 
near term, investment opportunity may still be lurking in the battered energy sector. Investors need to be choosy, 
but bullish analysts do see buying opportunities.” 

And while each company and investment has to be weighed on its own, Fadel Gheit, an oil analyst at 
Oppenheimer & Co., stated in CNN Money that, “longer term, all of these stocks are buying opportunities. 
There's significantly overwhelming odds that oil stocks will be a lot higher than they are today 3-5 years  
from now.” 

Oil and natural gas are set to continue to play a key role in global energy consumption for years to come, 
even as sources of renewable energy grow. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), 
“global consumption of petroleum and other liquid fuels grew by 1.4 million b/d in 2015, averaging 93.8 million 
b/d. EIA expects global consumption of petroleum and other liquid fuels to continue to grow by 1.2 million b/d 
in 2016 and by 1.5 million b/d in 2017." In the long term, EIA predicts fossil fuels will still supply almost 80 
percent of the world’s energy by 2040.

In addition to this growing demand, natural gas has also been called an excellent complement to growing 
alternative fuels, including by Secretary of the Department of Energy Ernest Moniz who stated natural gas 
“can play an important role over the next couple of decades (together with demand management) in economically 
advancing a clean energy system.”  Rhone Resch, CEO of the Solar Energy Industries Association, has also 
stated that “natural gas and renewables complement each other very nicely.” 

http://www.etftrends.com/2015/12/cheap-oil-pulls-rug-from-under-clean-energy-etfs/
http://divestmentfacts.com/activists-cite-new-report-as-proof-that-divesting-makes-financial-sense-but-reports-actual-author-disagrees-2/
http://divestmentfacts.com/activists-cite-new-report-as-proof-that-divesting-makes-financial-sense-but-reports-actual-author-disagrees-2/
http://divestmentfacts.com/surprising-admissions-and-concessions-on-webinar-organized-by-divestment-proponents/
http://divestmentfacts.com/surprising-admissions-and-concessions-on-webinar-organized-by-divestment-proponents/
http://divestmentfacts.com/surprising-admissions-and-concessions-on-webinar-organized-by-divestment-proponents/
http://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/mutual-funds/articles/2015-12-15/opportunity-lurks-in-the-energy-sector-as-oils-rout-continues
http://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/mutual-funds/articles/2015-12-15/opportunity-lurks-in-the-energy-sector-as-oils-rout-continues
http://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/mutual-funds/articles/2015-12-15/opportunity-lurks-in-the-energy-sector-as-oils-rout-continues
http://money.cnn.com/2015/08/25/investing/new-investor-buying-opportunities-bad-bets/
https://www.eia.gov/forecasts/steo/report/global_oil.cfm
https://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/section_energyconsump.cfm
http://www.energy.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/hearings-and-business-meetings?Id=1fd19b55-9a55-cc31-8fff-7ea2ac989e29&Statement_id=7ba19413-ff90-4e60-8b94-d3bd4f2e859a
http://climatedesk.org/2013/01/charts-renewables-in-bed-with-natural-gas/
https://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/section_energyconsump.cfm

